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what is more is that it is easy to tweak the sound package to your liking and in this regard, the bombardier crj-200 by jrollon is a pretty good aircraft to fly because the default sound package is pretty good. as i
mentioned earlier, two working fms units is really a nice bonus and the aircraft also sports a brand new sound package in x-plane11, now the pcm-rar form is completely new and much better sounding, and the
sound package is also more suited for the jrollon crj-200. the jrollon crj-200 is the first aircraft to be updated for x-plane11 and with this new release, there is a lot of work that needs to be done and the x-plane
11 beta is due to be released in the upcoming months, so all of this is good and there is time for all of this to be done. so for x-plane 9, the bombardier crj-200 is a great aircraft and even better in x-plane11 and

jrollon does a great job of creating an outstanding sound package that i highly recommend that you fly with. in the package that i downloaded, there was a version number of 1.70 in there. and in the installer
the [x-plane11] version was listed as 1.70. again, i am not sure what the 1.0 number means and it is not even the correct version number as jrollon (crj-200) is still in version 1.53 and the installer was a 1.53.0
version. this package contains three aircraft files, one small and one full version, and a small update to the x-plane v1.53 installer. what is great about the jrollon crj-200 is that the aircraft works perfectly in x-

plane 9.9 with the addition of some small fixes to the cockpits, and some new y-axis-in-the-air instruments, just like the original aircraft. for those that want to add the crj-200 to x-plane10, the aircraft will work,
but as the package for the crj-200 is fully compliant to x-plane11, you will just have to download the aircraft from x-plane.org and install the update in the x-plane10 folder.
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even the correct version number as jrollon
(crj-200) is still in version 1.53 and the installer

was a 1.53.0 version. this package contains three
aircraft files, one small and one full version, and a
small update to the x-plane v1.53 installer. what

is great about the jrollon crj-200 is that the
aircraft works perfectly in x-plane 9.9 with the

addition of some small fixes to the cockpits, and
some new y-axis-in-the-air instruments, just like

the original aircraft. for those that want to add the
crj-200 to x-plane10, the aircraft will work, but as
the package for the crj-200 is fully compliant to x-

plane11, you will just have to download the
aircraft from x-plane.org and install the update in

the x-plane10 folder. 5ec8ef588b
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